INSUMAT-502
Protective and Waterproofing Cementitious Slurry
Description

A cement base, polymer modified and waterproofing slurry, consists of 2 components (A+B).
It combines between the crystallization action (pore block) and the water proofing capability of polymer.

Storage and Shelf-life


Technical data

(A): LIQUID
(B): POWDER
 COLOR:
(A+B) GREY
COVERAGE RATE: 2.1KG / M2 for both faces (APPROXMETLY)



Applications







Waterproofing slurry for both external & internal applications
in generally wet areas.
Used in sewage water works as treatment plants.
Used for bridge structures coating, to protect it from salts in
the coastal areas.
Sea walls & corridors.
Concrete exposed to chlorides & sulfates.
Basements & lift pits






Directions for
use








Shelf-life is 21 months from date of
production in sealed and undamaged
original containers, in areas protected
from direct sunlight and frost.
Any inadequate storage procedure can
lead to unexpected failure of the
product or of the packaging.
Component (A): protect from frost.
Component (B): protect from humidity

Packaging
Is supplied in:
Set of 12 kg divided into 1 component
Compound (A) pails 2 kg +.compound
(B) Bag 12kg.

Surfaces must be clean free of laitance, Oil, grease and loose particles.
Profiled concrete surfaces by suitable tools as much as possible.
Sprinkled the surface with water to the degree of saturation and leave it to dry.
For mixing: Put 1/3 of compound (A) - the liquid – into clean mixing container then add compound (B) –
the powder slowly while stirring with slow speed mixer.
Add the rest of compound (A) with flipping about 3minutes by mechanical mixer; until the desired
application homogenous consistency can be obtained.
While the surface is still saturated apply the first coat using brush or trowel& leave it to harden
(4-6 hours) then apply the second coat.
Coating must be perpendicular to each other to ensure completely covering
Recommended to use it in 32 minute from flipping.
The coating surfaces must be curing by sprinkling water.

Clean all tools and application equipment with water immediately after use.





Good adhesion to concrete surface.
Good resistant to abrasion and friction.
Easy to apply by brush, roller or trowel.
Easy to use because it is
pre-batched components (No water added).
 Polymer form with crystallization action for pore block
Good cover rate & steam outlet.

Advantages

Safety
Instructions

FORM:





Neither hazardous nor toxic.
Any splashes to the skin should be washed immediately with cold water and soap.
Residues of material must be removed according to local regulations.

Contact the technical office for more information
INSUMAT CO. Factories: Tamouh - Giza km 41 Upper Egypt Road.
Tel: )707(83427343 - )707(83427743 - Fax: (707(83427943
www.insumat.com

